The You Be The Chemist Challenge® study materials can be incorporated into classroom activities or used by students outside the classroom in preparation for the Challenge. This document includes links to access the interactive study materials that can be shared with participants. The PDF version of the study materials can be downloaded from the CEF website. While competition questions are largely derived from information contained in CEF’s study materials, they are not limited solely to this information.

Career Connections: https://www.easy-lms.com/career-connections/course-69531

Interactive Study Materials


Section II: Measurement: https://www.easy-lms.com/section-ii-measurement-2023-2024/course-93445

Section III: Classification of Matter: https://www.easy-lms.com/section-iii-classification-of-matter-2023-2024/course-93444


Section V: The Periodic Table & Forces of Attractions: https://www.easy-lms.com/section-v-the-periodic-table-forces-of-attractations-2023-2024/course-93443

Section VI: Chemical Formulas and Bonding: https://www.easy-lms.com/section-vi-chemical-formulas-and-bonding-2023-2024/course-93440


Section IX: Laboratory Equipment https://www.easy-lms.com/section-ix-laboratory-equipment-2023-2024/course-93437

Section X: Laboratory & Chemical Safety: https://www.easy-lms.com/section-x-laboratory-chemical-safety-2023-2024/course-93436